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London Youth has partnered with The Golf Foundation to 

introduce children to golf and broaden the reach of the 

sport into communities across London. 

The Unleash Your Drive Programme focus is to ensure 

golf becomes accessible for young Londoners. By working 

with trusted youth professionals and youth organisations, 

together we brought this exciting sport to engage young 

people in a creative, fun and inspirational way.



What’s special about 
Unleash your Drive?

The Golf Foundations Community Golf offer, gives 

the tools needed to provide golf activities to all. 

Golfway equipment and resources are provided 

along with training on mental toughness tools and 

coaching techniques, to support youth leaders to 

deliever golf in their communities. 

Through the London Youth network, we worked to 

reach inactive or less active young people from 

specific boroughs or under-represented groups, 

such as young women and girls, ethnic minorities, 

those of lower socioeconomic backgrounds or 

disabled young people. 
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“Having the resources to add a new 
sport which is traditionally seen as a 
sport which is not accessible to all is a 
valuable addition not just for 
education purpose but for the mind 
set of young people and to be able to 
give them an additional experience. It 
is now something we can continue to 
provide for more young people in the 
future. ”
Youth Leader - Brent
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Young people and Youth Workers at Start 
Easy never considered Golf as a sport that 
was accessible to them. London Youth's 
Unleash Your Drive partnership with the 
Golf Foundation trained x2 Start Easy staff 
in Golf activation and provided 
equipment. From 'Golf, I never done this 
before, it looks boring', to Golf becoming 
one of the most popular weekly sessions.

Start Easy's story

Start Easy support young people that 
have complex family situations. The 
Unleash Your Drive sessions focused on 
building friendships and learning how 
to express emotions calmly. The 
chipping and putting practices 
improved concentration skills and 
developed resilience .

"Confidence to try new activities and 
giving them the space to focus on the 
positive aspect of their achievement, 
which is challenging at times as it 
doesn’t come naturally. The activity 
also gave an opportunity to work as 
team where possible and give 
opportunities to create new games or 
challenges. It was also great 
introducing new golf terminology"

"Parents are keen to 
accompany their children 
in other golf based 
activities and have asked 
us for more."



“Coaches have begun to do some 
more research in to golf and have 
planned sessions according to the 
age groups which has helped them 
to deliver fun and educational 
sessions. This has helped to shape 
future deliery and allowed our 
coaches to gain more knowlege. ” 
Dynamic Coaching - Bromley



46% 80%

Young people attended the Golf 
Festival and the BMW PGA 
Championship at Wentworth78

Girls and young women Young people from 
ethnic minorities

Beyond the programme

"When we attended the Wentworth 
Championships, It was strange to not see 
many people from different backgrounds 
and it highlighted that golf is exclusive. 
We can see that The Golf Foundation are 
trying to change this, so that in future 
events, there will hopefully be more 
diversity. 
It was really nice for our young people to 
experience this type of event."
Ilaria - Start Easy



Start and endpoint views

I'd like to 
play golf?

I talk to 
other people 
about playing 

golf?

I thinks golf 
is fun?

I understand
GASP? I understand 

what skills for life 
is?

I'm confident in 
using Skills for 
Life outside of 

golf?

Start - Not sure
End - Agree

Start - Disagree
End - Strongly agree

Start - Not sure
End - Strongly agree

Start - Disagree
End - Agree Start - Disagree

End - Agree
Start - Strongly Disagree

End - Agree

(Grip, Aim, Stance, Posture)

The results of the majority of answers given on the Likert scale questions, asked at the beginning and 
endpoints. (50% of participants)



Opening doors
“The Golf Foundation have 
chosen to partner with 
London Youth once again in 
order to further their work of 
introducing golf to young 
people across the UK and 
broaden their reach into 
communities in London and 
continue to make the sport 
accessible for all.” 

The Golf Foundation 



to all the organisations and youth workers who 
took part in the training and delivery of the 
Unleash Your Drive programme.

Thank you
Carl Reid - London Youth


